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Abstract: Network Security is a specialized field in computer science that involves securing a network infrastructure.
Denial-of-service (DoS) and distributed DoS (DDoS) are the major threats to cyber-security. In computing, a denial-ofservice (DoS) attack is an attempt to make network resource unavailable to its intended users. DDos is short for
Distributed Denial of Service. DDoS is a type of DOS attack where multiple systems, which are often infected with a
Trojan, are used to target a single system causing a Denial of Service (DoS) attack. To prevent the Denial-of-service
and distributed DoS attack a client puzzle method is implemented. In order to prevent further attack in network and to
enhance the security the request that is provided by the client and the file sent by the server to client is in encrypted
form. One drawback of existing system is if the attacker identifies the port, he can intrude or interfere in the
communication and flood DOS attack and can hack communicating data. The methodology used is explained as
follows. First the client has to solve a puzzle generated by the server. Then the client checks the latency of the file that
has to be accessed from server database. The client can test the latency of the server by inputting the corresponding
server IP address, number of packets, and the length of data in bytes. After processing the latency checking parameters,
ping statistics of the server and the approximate round trip time will be displayed in the result. The client then encrypts
the request and sends the request to server. AES Algorithm is used to perform the encryption and decryption. The
server upon receiving the request has to decrypt the request using the client port number and IP address. The server
sends the requested file by encrypting the file. Finally the client receives the file, decrypts the content and read it. Thus
it can be concluded that more reliable communication can be performed between server and clients and active
communications remains unaffected even in the presence of DDoS attacks. This scheme is mainly used for military
applications.
Keywords: Denial of service (Dos) Attack, Distributed Denial of service (DDos) attack, Software Puzzle, AES
algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dos and DDos attack have become a major threat in current computer networks. Known DoS and DDoS attacks in the
Internet generally conquer the target by exhausting its resources, that can be anything related to network computing and
service performance, such as link bandwidth, TCP connection buffers, application/service buffer, CPU cycles, etc. In a
DDoS attack, because the aggregation of the attacking traffic can be tremendous compared to the victim's resource, the
attack can force the victim to significantly downgrade its service performance or stop delivering service. Conventional
cryptographic tools which can be used to prevent DoS and DDoS attack may also degrade service quality. DoS attack
can be prevented either by increasing the computational cost of client or the Computational cost of server. Using the
software puzzle method the clients computational cost is increased and by the use of encryption and decryption method
it’s possible to increase the computational cost of both the client and the server. The server dynamically generates a
software puzzle and sends that puzzle to the client. The client solves the given puzzle and returns the puzzle response.
The server verifies the puzzle and the client can send the request to the server only if the puzzle solved by the client is
correct. Client puzzle can be solved easily by using Graphic processing unit (GPU) software. The earlier client puzzle
scheme assumed that the client solved the software puzzle using legacy CPU resource only. The client puzzle scheme
in generates software puzzle dynamically. Hence it is assumed that the puzzle cannot be solved using GPU.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Puzzle-Based Mechanisms
Puzzle-based defence mechanisms correct the imbalance between the cost to the attacker for generating a request and
cost to the server for processing a request by demanding a payment, in the form of a puzzle solution, from each client.
There are different kinds of schemes that build on this general principle. Earlier puzzle based schemes can be solved
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using Graphical Processing Unit software which consumes less time. The author in paper [] proposed a client puzzle
scheme that dynamically generates software puzzles which cannot be solved using GPU software and is solved using
legacy CPU resources only.
B. Time-Lock Puzzle Schemes
A time lock puzzle is a mechanism in which a sender publishes whose solution the message to be sent, thus is hiding it
until enough time has elapsed for the puzzle to be solved. The original goal was to ensure that a client cannot decrypt a
given message until a given period of time into the future has elapsed. To ensure that a client cannot simply throw more
computing resources to solve the problem in a shorter period of time, the puzzles were designed to be nonparallelizable. Intuitively, using the solution of a time-lock puzzle as the key to an encryption scheme would force
anyone wanting to decrypt the message to perform the computation for the time required to solve the puzzle. By tuning
the diﬃculty of the solution according to the time we would like the message to remain secure, we can ensure that
decryption will take at least that amount of time. In the paper [] a time-lock puzzles in the random oracle model is
proposed. Due to the non-parallelizability property, this has been suggested as a puzzle-based scheme for DoS defence.
C. Memory-Bound Puzzle schemes
In this scheme the client solves puzzle by successively looking up values from a pre-computed table in the mainmemory. Care must be taken to ensure that the table is not too small as it may completely ﬁt in the cache of a higherend computer. It may also not be too large as it may be more than the memory available to a lower-end device. It is also
important that the memory access pattern (while solving the puzzle) is fairly random, otherwise it may lead to higher
cache hits.
D. Bandwidth Based Scheme
In a bandwidth-based currency scheme clients use additional bandwidth to get access. It is often assumed that attackers
are using all of the bandwidth available to them (or the maximum bandwidth they can afford to use without being
detected by other mechanisms) to execute an attack, whereas legitimate clients are using only the resources they require
to accomplish their less-demanding objectives. Hence legitimate clients have bandwidth to spare and can use this fact
to reduce the attacker’s chances of success.
III. OVERVIEW
The client puzzle can be classified into two types as Data puzzle and Software puzzle. In data puzzle, the puzzle
scheme is known in advance and is fixed. Hence these puzzle can be easily solved by an attacker using Graphical
processing unit software. In software puzzle scheme the puzzle function will not be known in advance. Hence theclient
will use CPU resource only to solve the puzzle challenge. Also the cost of client computation to solve the puzzle will
be large when compared to the cost of server computation which includes the puzzle generation and puzzle verification
steps. Even if the attacker returns an arbitrary number as solution to the puzzle so as to exhaust the servers time for
puzzle verification, the server time is much smaller than the service time or database process time and the returned
answer will be rejected with high probability. The existing client puzzle scheme assume that the client solves the puzzle
using legacy CPU resource only. But this is not always true. A malicious client may solve the puzzle using GPU
(Graphic Processing Unit) component is almost a standard conﬁguration in modern desktop computers, laptop
computers, and even smartphones. Therefore, an attacker can easily utilize the “free” GPUs or integrated CPU-GPU to
inﬂate his computational capacity as shown in the figure below.

Fig 1: GPU-inﬂated DoS attack against data puzzle.
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In the proposed system it is possible to track the individual client behaviour through client’s IP address. Nonetheless, if
IP tracking is effective to thwart the GPU inflation, IP filtering can be used to defence against DoS attacks directly
without utilizing client data. In other words, their defence against GPU-inflated DoS attacks may not be attractive in
practice. A new type of client data, called software puzzle, to defend against GPU-inflated DoS and DDoS attacks.
Unlike the existing client data schemes which publish a puzzle function in advance, the software puzzle scheme
dynamically generates the puzzle function P(•) in the form of a software core C upon receiving a client’s request.
Specifically, by extending DCG technology which produces machine instructions at runtime, the proposed scheme
randomly chooses a set of basic functions, assembles them together into the data core C, constructs a software data C0
x with the data core C and a random challenge x. If the server aims to defeat high-level attackers who are able to
reverse-engineer software, it will obfuscate C0 x into an enhanced software puzzle. After receiving the software puzzle
sent from the server, a client tries to solve the software puzzle on the host CPU, and replies to the server, as the
conventional client data scheme does.
However, a malicious client may attempt to offload the data task into its GPU. In this case, the malicious client has to
translate the CPU software puzzle into its functionally equivalent GPU version because GPU and CPU have totally
different instruction sets designed for different applications. Note that this translation cannot be done in advance since
the software puzzle is formed dynamically and randomly. As rewriting/translating a software puzzle is time-consuming,
which may take even more time than solving the data on the host CPU directly; software puzzle thwarts the GPUinflated DoS attacks. To demonstrate the applicability of software puzzle.
IV. NETWORK SERVER MODULE
Network server module comprises of port initiation phase, request processing phase and response forwarding phase. In
this server module, the server can receive the incoming requests from the connected clients and can process the request
according to the server data and can forward the response to the respective clients. Port initiation phase involves
defining the ports on which the server is to be remained open for accepting incoming connections. In request processing
phase, the server can access the incoming requests from the connected clients from their respective service module. In
response forwarding phase, the server can send response data to the clients for the appropriate requests from them. The
server can perform data management service that is, uploading data which can be later viewed and requested by the
clients.
V. NETWORK CLIENT MODULE
Network client module comprises of request module and response receiving module. In the requesting module, the
network client can send the request, that is, file name, to the server for retrieving the content of the requested file after
being processed by the server. In the response receiving module, the network client can receive the response from the
network server and the data is stored to the client's allocated memory location.
VI. LATENCY CHECKING MODULE
In the proposed scheme, a latency checking module is also included. This module belongs to network clients. In this
module, the client can test the latency of the server by inputting the corresponding server IP address, number of
packets, and the length of data in bytes. After processing the latency checking parameters, ping statistics of the server
and the approximate round trip time will be displayed in the result.
VII. COMMUNICATION REINITIALIZATION MODULE
In this module, after establishing communication between server and the network client and after each subsequent
request and response transmission, the communication will be terminated and reinitialized, so that, intrusion is greatly
prevented via this module, as it requires stable connection to hack or intrude. Along with the software puzzle the server
sends the file requested by the client in encrypted form. The client has to solve the puzzle first and send response to the
server. The server verifies the puzzle response and only if the response is correct the client will be able to decrypt and
save the requested file that is send to the client by the server. Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm is used for the
encryption and decryption. Here we use AES algorithm having key length of 256 bits. Hence it is possible to transfer
large file size. AES algorithm is used in both client and the server side.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a software puzzle scheme with cryptographic technique is used to prevent DoS and DDoS attack. A
dynamic software puzzle scheme is used so that the puzzle function used is not known in advance. Hence, malicious
client cannot solve the puzzle using GPU software. The proposed system provide even more security using
conventional cryptographic techniques. In this scheme it is possible for the client to authenticate the server and vice
versa. The communication between client and the server is more reliable in this system. Active communications
remains unaffected even in the presence of DoS and DDoS attack. Also, the probability of hacking is also very less in
this scheme. This idea can be extended to thwart DoS attackers which exploit other inﬂation resources such as Cloud
Computing.
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